Electromagnetic (EM) computational modeling is used extensively during the development of a Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) scanner, its installation, and use. MRI, which relies on interactions between nuclear magnetic moments and the applied magnetic fields, uses a range of EM tools to optimize all of the magnetic fields required to produce the image. The main field magnet is designed to exacting specifications but challenges in manufacturing, installation, and use require additional tools to maintain target operational performance. The gradient magnetic fields, which provide the primary signal localization mechanism, are designed under another set of complex design trade-offs which include conflicting imaging performance specifications and patient physiology. Gradients are largely impervious to external influences, but are also used to enhance main field operational performance. The radiofrequency (RF) magnetic fields, which are used to elicit the signals fundamental to the MR image, are a challenge to optimize for a host of reasons that include patient safety, image quality, cost optimization, and secondary signal localization capabilities. This review outlines these issues and the EM modeling used to optimize MRI system performance.
INTRODUCTION
Computational modeling tools are used extensively in the practice of medicine. For example, medical physicists use Monte Carlo simulations to investigate radiation transport in both diagnostic and therapeutic applications of ionizing radiation. [1] [2] [3] Hyperthermia treatment planning may use electromagnetic (EM), ultrasonic, and thermal modeling. [4] [5] [6] [7] Clinicians also use a variety of tools in their practice as well as in research to help elucidate questions and develop clinical strategies. Examples include using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to study cardiovascular and arterial blood flow 8, 9 for physiology and disease investigations, and applying computational biomechanics (CBM) toward studying soft tissues, 10, 11 bones, 12 and joints. 13 Modeling is also applied to the design and development of medical devices, such as CFD for the development of blood pumps, 14 artificial heart valves, 15 and stents, 16 and CBM for developing artificial tissues and organs. 17 Additionally, computational electromagnetics (CEM) has been used to develop imaging techniques such as microwave imaging, 18 magnetic resonance imaging (MRI, the focus of this study), and to aid the development of MR conditionally labeled implantable devices. 19 The FDA has recognized the importance of modeling tools during medical device development with a draft guidance document 20 advising industry on how to support claims in medical device applications.
EM computation and modeling have a variety of applications in MRI. Previous reviews have discussed the EM modeling of human body exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) 21 and applications in MRI. [22] [23] [24] The main goal of this study is to provide medical physicists a review of the application of EM modeling in MRI, with the focus being hardware development, installation, operation, and safety assurance.
A BRIEF REVIEW OF MR PHYSICS
MRI is based on the exploitation of nuclear magnetic moments by three types of uniquely designed magnetic fields. The first is a static magnetic field B 0 (main magnetic field), which the nuclear magnetic moments tend to align with and simultaneously precess around (Fig. 1) . The frequency of the precession (Larmor frequency) varies linearly with the B 0 field strength:
where the gyromagnetic ratio c depends on the nuclear species (2.675 9 10 8 rad/s/T for protons). For typical MRI purposes, x is in the radiofrequency (RF) range (on the order of 10-100 MHz). The magnetization vector M, defined as the nuclear magnetic moment per unit volume (a small, localized volume in the imaging sample large enough to contain a large number of nuclei) at thermal equilibrium is:
where q 0 is the number of nuclei per unit volume, h is Planck constant divided by 2p, k is Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature in Kelvin. At equilibrium, M is aligned with B 0 such that it has no transverse (x or y) components or net precession, and thus no RF signal can be detected. The second magnetic field B 1 (RF magnetic field), which is orthogonal to B 0 and tuned to the Larmor frequency (Eq. 1), is required to generate detectable MR signals. This field tips M away from B 0 alignment, and the subsequent precession around B 0 produces a time-varying magnetic flux which in turn induces a voltage in the nearby signal detector (receiver coil), according to Faraday's Law of Induction. The induced voltage (or electromotive force, emf) is formulated as: 25, 26 
where the integral is performed spatially over the entire imaging subject, and B receive r ð Þ is a measure of sensitivity as defined by the hypothetical magnetic field generated by the receiver coil carrying unit current (in reality, the receiver coil is not driven by a source to generate such a field), according to the principle of reciprocity (details of the theory are beyond the scope of this study and can be found elsewhere 25 ). Note that the emf calculated by Eq. 3 is proportional to the MR signal strength.
The gradient fields are the third set of magnetic fields required to produce an MR image and provide the primary spatial encoding mechanism. The three gradient fields are ideally aligned with B 0 , with an amplitude that varies linearly, orthogonally, and independently with position. Consequently, the Larmor frequency becomes a linear function of spatial position along each of the three gradients. For example, if the Z-axis gradient field G is applied, Larmor frequency becomes:
The phase of the magnetic moment can also be manipulated by specific time/amplitude gradient applications. By methodically applying a series of different gradient encodings both prior and during signal acquisition, a multidimensional signal data set is produced where the phase and frequency encoding information is extracted by multidimensional Fourier transform to produce a spatial location and signal amplitude map (MR image).
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a key metric for overall image quality. The signal is determined by the emf induced in a receive coil (Eq. 3). When single receive coil is used, the noise is given by:
where k is Boltzmann constant, T is temperature, BW is the bandwidth of filters used during signal reception, and Rc and Rs refer to the resistance of receiver coil and imaging subject, respectively. Rc is determined by the configuration, material, and electronics of the coil, and Rs is determined by the RF power loss in the imaging subject (to be further explained below). Today's MR scanners use an array of receive coils for various benefits (see "Receiver coil and SNR" below) and noise correlation between different coils must be considered. 27 The magnetic fields for MRI have specific requirements. B 0 requires high homogeneity and temporal stability. Typical requirements are inhomogeneity below 5 ppm (parts per million peak-to-peak) within the imaging volume (typically a 50 cm spherical volume) and temporal stability <<0.1 ppm/ hr. Gradient fields require good linearity in the designated spatial directions within the imaging volume to achieve accurate spatial encoding. The optimal RF field is typically homogeneous across the imaging subject. Figure 2 is a schematic drawing of these fields.
The complex interactions between magnetic fields and biological tissues have image quality and patient safety implications. The small differences in susceptibility between different tissues or between tissue and air can cause perturbations of the B 0 field (on the order of ppm), which may lead to strong artifacts in certain types of MR images. 23 Electric fields induced by fast-switching gradient fields can cause nerve stimulation which is carefully restricted to just noticeable stimulation. The RF field interacts strongly with biological tissues and results in shortened B 1 wavelength and induced eddy currents, causing potentially severe image inhomogeneity and tissue heating. The RF power deposition that would be induced if a receive coil was hypothetically driven is also associated with the noise induced in that receive coil (Eq. 5).
Lastly, the design and development of MR hardware to produce and control the three necessary magnetic fields is a complex process. The conflicting technical and clinical requirements are balanced against a range of constraints. The B 0 and gradient fields are generated by specifically designed and arranged current sources (excluding permanent magnet systems) that produce a magnetic field as determined by the Biot-Savart Law:
where BðrÞ is the magnetic field at a spatial point r produced by a current I carried by a filamentary wire, l 0 is the permeability of vacuum, dl is an element of length of the wire, and r 0 is the spatial coordinates of dl. The inverse solution of Eq. 6 determines the current sources that generate the requisite magnetic fields. The time-dependence of RF fields requires solving the Maxwell equations to obtain field distributions. EM modeling is an essential tool for accelerating the optimization of all aspects of MRI development and deployment. The remainder of this study demonstrates how EM modeling is applied to optimize the design and deployment of the main magnet, gradients, and RF coils of an MR scanner. Since EM modeling in MRI is a broad topic, a comprehensive review and in-depth presentation of underlying physics are beyond the scope of the study and can be found elsewhere. 25, 28 Other modeling tools (e.g., mechanical, thermal) used in the full optimization of MRI system design are not discussed.
APPLICATIONS OF EM MODELING IN MRI

3.A. Main magnet and B 0 field
The main magnet of an MRI system provides the strong, homogeneous, and stable B 0 field required for MRI. Permanent magnets or resistive electromagnets (made with resistive wires carrying electric currents) are typically used for whole body MRI scanners with B 0 ≤ 0.4T, while superconducting magnets (made with superconducting wires carrying large currents) are required at higher field strengths. 29, 30 More than 75% of the installed MR systems worldwide are superconducting systems because of superior B 0 strength, uniformity, stability, and lower life cycle cost. 30 Cylindrical magnets with B 0 aligned in the axial direction are most common and account for more than 95% superconducting MR systems. 30 Open/biplanar magnets with B 0 oriented perpendicular to the patient's head-feet direction 29, 30 are valuable for specific applications such as interventional procedures and offer enhanced patient comfort, although B 0 strength is limited (typically below 1.2T) due to inherent physics and engineering constraints.
MRI magnet design is a complex process that needs to consider multiple requirements and constraints including target B 0 homogeneity in the desired imaging volume, minimized stray fields, low magnet cost (e.g., minimized superconducting wire length), low operational cost (e.g., low helium and power consumption), light weight, compactness, accessibility, and installation/maintenance requirements. 30 EM modeling plays an important role on magnet design and optimization.
3.A.1. Magnet design and optimization
Superconducting magnets consist of precisely wound and positioned superconducting wire bundles of various sizes to provide the target B 0 field in the specified imaging volume. 31 EM modeling is an essential tool for computing the necessary winding configurations. The axial component of the magnetic field (the component that aligns with B 0 field) produced by a circular loop current I can be obtained as:
where l 0 is the permeability of free space, r; h ð Þ and r 0 ; h 0 ð Þ are the spatial locations of the field observation and source points, respectively ( 
Given the overall size of the magnet and the number of current loops, the optimal sizes, locations and currents of the loops may be obtained via various optimization methods, such as Monte Carlo, 32 simulated annealing, 33 and genetic algorithm. 34 Figure 4 illustrates how Monte Carlo optimization is applied to design a shielded magnet that minimizes the amount of conductor, field inhomogeneity in the imaging volume and stray field outside of the magnet. First, the desired B 0 field and the initial conditions (e.g., the number of current loops, the range of their allowable positions, and maximum number of iterations etc.) are defined. For a randomly selected collection of loop positions r 0;m ; h 0;m À Á in Eq. 8, the currents carried by the loops are solved, so that the zeroth order term is equal to the desired B 0 strength and the next few higher order terms are nulled. Performance parameters (total amount of conductor, field inhomogeneity inside the imaging volume and stray field outside the magnet) are calculated. The process is repeated, and for each iteration the performance parameters are compared with those of the previous iteration. The magnet configuration will be saved only if the performance parameters are improved (showing decreased values). The improvement of the performance parameters will eventually reach a plateau as the optimal design is approached, and the optimization process will be terminated. To suppress the stray field, today's MR scanners typically utilize active shielding, where additional wire bundles carrying currents in opposite direction to the bare magnet wire bundles and positioned on another cylindrical former with larger radius can substantially reduce the residual fields outside of the magnet, 32, 35 and the optimal configurations of all current loops (magnet and shield) are solved together. The magnet design optimization may also be achieved with a variation approach. 36, 37 Another type of method solves for the continuous current density on a cylindrical surface that can produce the requisite magnetic field, and then further discretize the solution into discrete wire bundles. 38, 39 High levels of stray field in the vicinity of an MRI magnet adversely interfere with electronic equipment. 32 In particular, magnetic fields in excess of 5 Gauss (5 9 10 À4 Tesla) may interfere with the operation of active implanted medical devices (e.g., pacemakers). 25 The stray field needs to be suppressed with appropriate shielding, so that field is below 5 Gauss outside the controlled access area. 40 Besides the aforementioned active shielding, passive shielding introduces ferromagnetic sheets into the walls of a magnet suite or around the bare magnet. 32 The magnetic fields inside the magnet bore and outside of the shield can be calculated analytically, and the effectiveness of the shielding can be obtained as a function of the shield configuration (e.g., length, diameter, thickness, and the permeability of the material). 41 In some cases, numerical methods are needed to calculate the magnetic field. One example is a bi-planar open magnet designed for integrated medical linear accelerator. 42 Finite element method which partitions the entire magnet structure into a large number of tetrahedral elements is used to calculate the magnetic field of the magnet which includes noncylindrical ferromagnetic yoke structures in addition to superconducting wires. 42 The field is calculated at the end of each iteration of the optimization process to evaluate the performance of the magnet.
3.A.2. B 0 shimming
For a number of reasons (e.g., manufacturing imperfections), B 0 field homogeneity does not achieve theoretical design predictions. B 0 inhomogeneity is also caused by magnetic susceptibility differences between different tissues or tissue and air. B 0 shimming is therefore needed to restore the field homogeneity to design specifications, either by passive shimming 43 (with ferromagnetic materials) or active shimming 44 (with current-carrying wires). Magnetic fields produced by steel bars are calculated and analyzed with spherical harmonic expansion to determine the optimal configuration of a passive shimming that reduces B 0 inhomogeneity by about 100 fold. 43 The design and optimization of active shimming, which requires determining current sources to generate specific field profiles, often uses methods similar to those of magnet and gradient coil design. For example, the magnetic field produced by a current element (e.g., a loop or an arc) can be expanded into spherical harmonics, and the strategic arrangement of multiple elements can be determined to produce only the desired spherical harmonic terms while simultaneously suppressing the others. [44] [45] [46] Alternatively, the target-field method 47 writes the magnetic field produced by the continuous current density (usually on a cylindrical surface) in terms of Fourier-Bessel series and solves for the current with inverse Fourier transform if a "target field" is specified in the region of interest. Its variants have been used to design various shim coils. [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] Additionally, field calculations have been used to understand and to predict B 0 inhomogeneity caused by susceptibility differences, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] which can further benefit the development of subject-specific B 0 shimming, 63 ,64 the correction of certain image artifacts, 65, 66 and the development of MR sequences. 67, 68 3.A.3. Biological effects related to strong B 0 field Sensations such as vertigo, nausea, and metallic taste have been reported by patients undergoing MR exams, 69 and acute vertigo has been reported by MR workers who leaned into the magnet bore. 70 These biological effects may be more significant with higher B 0 .
69 Motion (such as walking, bending, or being transported into the magnet bore on patient couch) in the strong B 0 field may induce electric fields and eddy currents in human body, which may cause undesired biological effects. One theoretical model suggested that vestibular responses may be explained by Lorentz forces inducing extra pressure on the cupula. 71 EM modeling has also been used to compute detailed electric field and eddy current distributions in a human model representing occupational worker in cases of moving around 72 or leaning toward the magnet. 73 Results indicated that it is possible to induce electric fields or eddy current densities that exceed levels recommended by regulatory organizations. 74, 75 
3.B. Gradient coils
Using magnetic field gradients to spatially encode the MR signal is essential to image formation. Three sets of gradient coils generate field gradients along the Cartesian X, Y, and Z axes. The X and Y gradient coil windings are nearly identical except for a 90°rotation and a slightly different diameter to avoid contact between them, while the Z coil winding is unique. In addition to field linearity and uniformity requirements, other factors need to be considered for designing and manufacturing MRI gradient coils. The gradient fields are rapidly switched (typically <1 ms 76 ) and require minimal inductance in order to reduce stored magnetic energy. Reducing resistance lowers power dissipation and Joule heating characteristics and minimizes cooling requirements. Low fringe fields (good shielding) minimize the interaction with surrounding conducting surfaces, thus minimizing eddy currents that can disrupt the gradient field and cause strong acoustic noise. 77 As some of the requirements are conflicting, EM modeling is essential for obtaining the optimal gradient coil design.
3.B.1. Gradient coil design and optimization
Similar to the magnet design, optimal gradient coil wiring configuration may be obtained by (a) calculating magnetic field profiles over a region of interest (ROI) for a given wiring configuration and (b) determining the optimal wiring patterns that satisfy desired performance via optimization. Often an error function is established as:
where B i and B t;i are the field produced by a given coil configuration and desired target field at the ith spatial point in the ROI, a is a weighting factor, and L is the inductance of the coil. More terms may be included in Eq. 9 to reflect other design specifications. The error function then needs to be minimized to determine the optimal coil configuration.
Numerical methods, such as conjugate gradient descent 78, 79 and simulated annealing [80] [81] [82] [83] have been applied for the minimization. For example, a Z-axis gradient coil is composed of N coaxial current loops and each loop is assigned one unit current (Fig. 5) . 78 Error function to be minimized is obtained with Biot-Savart calculation of the field produced by N current loops as a function of N variables (the positions of the loops). 78 Minimization is achieved with conjugate gradient descent to determine the optimal current loop positions. 78 Another type of gradient design method solves for the current elements or continuous current density first and then converts the solution into wiring paths. For example, the matrix inversion method divides the gradient coil surface into M current elements and hence the field at a special location r n may be calculated as a sum of contributions from all the current elements ( Fig. 6 ):
The matrix elements in Eq. 10 A nm are determined with Biot-Savart law and are dependent on r n and the locations of current elements I m . An error function is established: FIG. 5 . Schematic drawing of a Z-axis gradient coil composed of N coaxial current loops, and a cylindrical ROI inside the coil for the optimization. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
where B target r n ð Þ is the desired field, and N is the total number of observation points within ROI. Equation 11 is minimized, and I m can be solved via matrix inversion. The wiring paths are then determined by integrating current elements until a certain amount of current to flow in a discrete wire is accumulated. Other design constraints, such as power dissipation, can also be included in Eq. 11.
The stream function method solves the integral of the current density on a cylinder first (called the stream function), and then computes the winding patterns as equally spaced contours of the stream function. 85, 86 The current density may also be expanded as a Fourier series, and a function representing the field deviation from desired field and inductance of the coil can be minimized for the solution of the current. 87 The target-field method, already introduced for magnet and shim coil design, is also used for gradient coil design. 47, 76, 88 The inductance of the gradient coil is minimized, 89 and additional constraints on current may be imposed if the coil length needs to be minimized without compromising the useful imaging volume. 90 Similar to the magnet shielding, gradient coil shielding may be passive or active. Passive shielding surrounds the gradient coil with a conductive tube with thickness at least equal to the skin depth of the incident fields at the lowest gradientswitching frequency. 91 EM field calculations determine the combined field produced by the gradient coil and the shield, so that the original gradient coil design can be adjusted to maintain the field specifications. 91 Actively shielded gradients use a double layer design to produce the desired fields inside the gradient coil while simultaneously minimizing the field outside the coil. 92 The previously noted design methods are still applicable. For example, the target-field method defines target fields both inside and outside the coil, along with other constraints (e.g., minimal inductance), and the current density is determined on two cylinders with different radii and/or lengths. Additional examples include the "supershielding" concept which designs shorter gradient coils with improved shielding efficacy; 93 a hybrid active-passive shielding concept reduces acoustic noise (Fig. 7) ; 94 and shielding with end-caps (Fig. 7) was developed to further reduce fringe fields 95 to minimize eddy currents arising from metal magnet structures beyond the end of the gradient coil.
While a majority of the MR scanners are equipped with cylindrical whole body gradient coils, novel gradient coils, especially those with noncylindrical geometries are being investigated for specific imaging needs. For example, open MR scanners require planar gradient coils, [96] [97] [98] [99] hybrid systems such as PET-MRI and MR-LINAC may require split gradient coils, 100,101 cylindrical MR scanners with ultrashort magnet to increase the openness of the bore for improved patient comfort and expanded imaging capability require ultrashort gradient coils, 102 and gradient coils with hemispherical 103 and parabolic 104 geometries have been proposed to provide improved imaging performance for brain and shoulder imaging, respectively. While the aforementioned design methodologies are often applied toward cylindrical gradient coil design, of which the cylindrical symmetry can help simplify the calculations, some of the methods have been successfully extended to design gradient coils in other geometries. For example, the Fourier-Bessel expansion of the field generated by the current density on a cylindrical surface used by the target-field approach may be replaced by the three-dimensional Fourier integral expansion of the field generated by a planar current. 96, 98 This approach and other variants 97, 105 of the target-field method have been applied toward planar gradient coil designs. Other novel methodology, such as the inverse boundary element method (IBEM), 106 has been developed. The coil surface is divided into a mesh of triangles, on which the local current densities are defined. The magnetic field produced by the coil and stored magnetic energy can then be written in terms of unknown current density elements. A function representing weighted sum of energy and field deviation from design specifications is subsequently minimized to obtain current distribution. This method allows gradient coil designs with an arbitrary surface. Additional design constraints, such as minimum power dissipation or wire spacing can be included in the minimization. IBEM has been used to design asymmetric head gradient coil, ultrashort, and shoulder-slotted gradient coils. 107 
3.B.2. Peripheral nerve stimulation
Sufficiently fast switching of gradient fields can cause nerve stimulation, resulting in a mild tingling sensation or muscle twitching depending on whether sensory or motor neurons are stimulated. Faster switching will cause intolerable pain 77 and in the extreme case, cardiac stimulation, where an ectopic beat or other cardiac arrhythmias may become life threatening. 40 Due to tissue heterogeneity and a large variety of imaging conditions (e.g., different gradient coil configurations, imaged anatomies etc.), the threshold and site of stimulation are subject-specific. EM modeling is used to elucidate underlying physics and to investigate stimulation thresholds and sites under a variety of conditions. Electric fields induced by switching gradient fields on simple geometries such as sphere 108 or cylinder 109, 110 have been calculated analytically, which provide general insights into Peripheral Nerve Stimulation (PNS). Detailed electric field distributions can be obtained with numerical simulations using heterogeneous digital human models and realistic gradient coil models. [111] [112] [113] Simulations show that induced electric fields are highly heterogeneous and are strongly affected by local tissue properties (e.g., conductivity), gradient coil configurations, and body imaging positions. Therefore, a more subject-specific prediction of stimulation site and threshold may be achieved with extensive simulations. Furthermore, EM modeling is used to design novel gradient coil with reduced PNS risks. Since the peak induced electric field is in general related to peak gradient field amplitude, gradient coils with reduced peak field are proposed to increase PNS threshold, but at the expense of some imaging performance. 114, 115 One of the aforementioned gradient coil design methods, in which the current density is expanded into harmonic functions, 87 has been used to design a gradient coil that generates an additional uniform field component. 116 This additional field component can reduce peak field amplitude in human body while maintaining the linearity of the original gradient fields. A gradient coil with multiple linear field regions has been designed based on a simulated annealing search of optimal wiring patterns. 117 This novel design may reduce the likelihood of PNS yet still provide high imaging performance. While EM modeling has provided useful insights, in practice PNS limits of commercial MR scanners are established with experimental direct determination. 40, 118 For a given gradient system, the PNS threshold for "just detectable" stimulation as a function of stimulus duration and time derivative of magnetic field (dB/dt) can be defined based on human volunteer studies.
3.C. RF coils
RF coils have two important roles in MRI: to generate the RF magnetic (B 1 ) field tipping the nuclear magnetization (transmit), and to detect the voltage induced by the precessing and relaxing nuclei (receive). Although the same RF coil may be used for both purposes, clinical MR scanners typically have a large built-in volume transmit (Tx) coil and a series of receive (Rx) coils shaped for various anatomies. Classically, a homogeneous B 1 transmit field is desired for uniform tipping of nuclear magnetization, but in reality the heterogeneous human tissue variably shortens the field wavelength (often termed as "wavelength effect") and degrades the homogeneity. The optimization of RF coils is principally challenged by the safety factors associated with tissue heating caused by RF power deposition and the impact of human body habitus and tissue heterogeneity on image quality. EM modeling is an essential tool to address these challenges. While analytical field calculations can be used for magnet and gradient coil designs, numerical simulations are typically used for RF coil investigations, especially for RF frequencies above~30 MHz where full solutions of the Maxwell equations are needed to correctly determine the temporal and spatial field distributions within heterogeneous tissues.
3.C.1. Transmit coil and B 1 homogeneity
Classically, Tx coils are designed to provide a homogeneous circularly polarized B 1 field inside coil volume for MR signal excitation. For example, the birdcage coil, which is the standard volume transmit coil on clinical MR scanners (Fig. 8) , provides the requisite B 1 field if driven in quadrature mode with two current sources with equal amplitude and 90°p hase difference. The field homogeneity, however, is degraded by the wavelength effect within the human subject, causing significant image artifact especially at higher RF frequency (higher B 0 strength). Methods have been developed to mitigate the field inhomogeneity. One widely adopted method is B 1 shimming, where adjusting the relative amplitude and phase of the conventional quadrature drive can improve B 1 homogeneity. [119] [120] [121] For example, EM modeling showed that if the two sources feeding the birdcage coil have different levels of power and hence an elliptically rather than circularly polarized B 1 field is produced in free space, B 1 field homogeneity inside a human torso can be improved (Fig. 9) . 119 Clinical imaging experiments subsequently confirmed the modeling findings, where a 3 dB power difference between the two feeding sources of a birdcage coil reduced shading on an abdominal image (Fig. 9) . 119 A more flexible way to perform B 1 shimming is to use transmit coil arrays (Tx array), where a number of coil elements are independently driven by their own sources with adjustable amplitudes and phases. [122] [123] [124] [125] For example, a 12-element phased array TEM coil loaded with various human models for 3T MRI was modeled. 126 Individual simulations were first performed to calculate the magnetic and electric fields generated by each coil element, and the phase and amplitude of each element was varied freely to minimize the standard deviation of B 1 field in a transverse cross section through pelvis or abdomen of the human model. An additional constraint on SAR is included in the optimization as well. Modeling showed that optimized B 1 shimming provided 45% reduction in B 1 standard deviation and 1.3-1.9 fold reduction in local SAR hotspot (Fig. 10) . 126 EM modeling has also shown that transmit arrays with larger number of individually controlled elements can further enhance the field homogeneity to some degree, but is not yet commercially available. 124 A more sophisticated technique, parallel transmit (pTx), further explores the time domain flexibility to achieve a specified spatial tipping of the nuclear magnetization via temporally varying gradient fields generated in conjunction with multiple and independently controlled RF waveforms. [127] [128] [129] This technique is only available with multichannel Tx coils, and highly homogeneous MR signal excitation over a specified volume of interest can be achieved. The spatial B 1 field distribution in the heterogeneous human subject is determined, then the Bloch equation is numerically solved to determine the gradient and RF waveforms in the time domain required for the desired excitation. Modeling is an efficient way to analyze and compare various pTx array designs. For example, eight pTx body coil arrays with different numbers of elements and arrangements were analyzed and compared with a standard birdcage coil for 3T torso imaging, and it was shown that pTx arrays with an increasing number of elements provide more uniform excitations with lower SAR but require more power. 130 EM modeling provides useful information to aid experimental coil design. Challenges exist for conventional birdcage coil for ultra-high field MRI as it is difficult to operate at such high RF frequency (e.g., 300 MHz for 7T MRI). Coils built with transmission lines rather than lumped elements (e.g., the capacitors in the birdcage coil shown in Fig. 3 ) have been proposed. 131, 132 Modeling of a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) coil (built with transmission line elements) and a microstrip coil (built with microstrip transmission line elements) at 7T MRI shows that the TEM coil has the best B 1 homogeneity inside a spherical phantom simulating human brain and the lowest radiation RF power loss, whereas the microstrip coil provides lower SAR and enhanced SNR.
133 B 1 fields of conventional coils cannot deeply penetrate the body at high RF frequencies, leading to low signal at the interior of the torso for body imaging, such as prostate imaging. EM modeling showed that dipole antennas could provide good B 1 penetration, as subsequently demonstrated with in vivo 7T imaging. 134 EM modeling has also contributed to the development of other novel techniques to address the wavelength effect. Modeling has shown that high dielectric permittivity materials placed around the imaging subject can shape the B 1 transmit fields and hence improve the homogeneity. [135] [136] [137] [138] Modeling also suggested that receiver coil arrays may be configured to shape B 1 transmit field to improve homogeneity. 139, 140 EM modeling has been used to propose traveling wave MR, 141 a novel technique that uses the magnet bore as a waveguide to carry the electromagnetic traveling wave emitted by an antenna at one end to achieve improved signal excitation coverage and homogeneity for ultra-high field MRI.
3.C.2. Receiver coil and SNR
Modeling based SNR evaluations confirm that receiver arrays formed by strategically combining a series of small coils can produce higher SNR than a large volume coil. 142, 143 Receiver arrays also support parallel imaging, where the relatively slow gradient-based MR signal encoding methods are supplemented by the distinct receiver field sensitivity patterns of the different coils within the array. 144 This enables complete image reconstruction from undersampled data, which is collected more rapidly. However, SNR is proportional to the time spent on signal sampling, 25 and therefore parallel imaging can lead to degrading SNR on images. EM modeling has been utilized extensively to optimize receive coil designs. For example, EM simulations of four different receive coil arrays with 1, 2, 4, 8 coil elements but the same total physical content calculated SNR across a phantom for a fixed parallel imaging acceleration factor (Fig. 11) . 145 The results suggested that larger numbers of smaller elements produced higher SNR at arbitrary depth of the phantom, which is consistent with experimental observations. 145 In another example, a novel body and spine array coil consisting of conventional loop coils and twisted coils was proposed (Fig. 12) . 146 The new design was compared with conventional coil designs with EM modeling and demonstrated superb SNR in the posterior area, which is important for spine imaging. Excellent SNR and parallel imaging capabilities were subsequently confirmed with clinical imaging experiments. Numerical simulations were used to compute SNR of a 16-channel posterior array placed at the back of a human model for 3T MRI and the results were used to evaluate two different designs. 147 The ultimate intrinsic SNR, which is the maximum SNR permitted by the electrodynamics of the MR signal reception process, has been calculated for a homogeneous cylinder representing the human torso and can be used as a reference value for evaluating the performance of an actual coil design. 148 Extensions to parallel imaging show the dependence of ultimate SNR on imaging acceleration. 149, 150 3.C.3. RF safety RF power deposition and resultant tissue heating during MR signal excitation is a major safety concern in MRI. While risk of tissue damage is determined by evaluating the duration of exposure to elevated temperature, a practical way to impose such safety limits during clinical MR scans is not yet available. Presently, RF safety is regulated by limiting power deposition per unit mass, a quantity referred to as the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR, unit: Watts/Kilogram) both spatially and temporally. SAR at a specific point r within tissue depends on the tissue conductivity r, density q, and the magnitude of the electric field jEj: 
Average SAR is calculated as RF power deposition P averaged over tissue mass M:
In Eq. 13, the average may be calculated over the entire body (whole body (WB) SAR), part of the human body (partial body (PB) SAR), or head. 40 The IEC standard also defines local SAR as an average over any 10 grams of tissue. 40 The IEC standard considers SAR exposures over three time bases: short (10 s moving average), medium (6 min moving average), and long (total cumulative exposures in the range of 60 min @ 4 W/kg WB SAR). All time-based limits must be simultaneously monitored. The short exposure limit, if implemented, permits momentary burst exposures up to twice the 6 min average. In practice, in light of the fact that there are no known cases of patient systemic heat overload, all of the applied SAR limits attempt to constrain local tissue damage by SAR limits and time averaging constraints.
The human body SAR distribution is highly inhomogeneous and subject-specific, which has been extensively investigated with numerical EM simulations. For example, modeling has computed SAR of a head model [151] [152] [153] and various whole body models for a variety of imaging situations (e.g., RF coil, RF frequency, imaging anatomy). [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] [159] Modeling has shown that the maximum local SAR over the body (peak local SAR) can be significantly higher than WB average SAR. For example, peak local SAR can exceed 100 W/kg for adults and up to 60 W/kg for children when the subject is exposed to maximum permitted limits (WB 40 during 1.5T MRI. 157 Another study investigated three different human models at three imaging landmarks with two different types of 3T body Tx coils with a 2 W/kg WB SAR exposure and found peak local SAR ranging from 15.6 to 88.1 W/kg depending on coil type, body morphology, and imaging landmark. 158 Modeling further showed that body posture can significantly change local SAR. Closed eddy current loops formed by touching body parts (e.g., hands touching thighs) can cause threefold enhancement of peak local SAR, 157 whereas raising arms above the head may lower peak local SAR. Modeling has also investigated SAR of both mother and fetus for a pregnant woman 157, 161, 162 and infants 163 during MR scan. While these patients may benefit from MRI's absence of ionizing radiation dosage, they are vulnerable to excessive RF heating.
While B 1 shimming and pTx strategically manipulate the B 1 field spatially and/or temporally to achieve a more homogeneous MR signal excitation, they also alter the induced electric field accordingly, which may result in a SAR distribution that is significantly different from that of a conventional RF coil. For example, modeling has shown that two different phase arrangements of an eight-channel transmit array coil loaded with head can lead to threefold local SAR hotspot differences (Fig. 13) . 164 Another example is the worst-case driving scheme of a multichannel Tx coil that can generate peak local-to-WB SAR ratios exceeding 800 in anatomically detailed human models, 165 much higher than the values generated by conventional RF coils (normally ranges from . In vivo measurement of local SAR hotspots in MRI, [166] [167] [168] [169] albeit an active research topic, is not yet a reliable and mature technique. Therefore, EM modeling is routinely applied (often with digital human models) to facilitate B 1 shimming and pTx design with appropriate safety constraints. The aforementioned simultaneous B 1 homogeneity improvement and SAR hotspot suppression in pelvis region (Fig. 10) is a representative example. Additionally, SAR distributions in a cylindrical phantom were simulated for various driving conditions of a four-element coil array and validated with measurements. 170 The results suggested that systematic investigation of parameter space for RF phases and amplitudes is needed to ensure pTx coil safety. Another modeling study investigated intersubject variability of SAR and analyzed B 1 shimming with and without SAR constraints. 171 SAR exposures under a large variety of MR scan conditions have been extensively investigated and a poor spatial correlation between SAR and tissue temperature increase was noted due to tissue-dependent perfusion rates and thermal conduction. [172] [173] [174] [175] Therefore, many have proposed that the safety limits be substantially modified and aligned with a tissue thermal damage model. Multiphysics modeling which includes EM modeling is increasingly being used for investigations. Modeling results with a human head model within different kinds of RF coils showed that a significant temperature increase in brain is unlikely due to its high perfusion rate, but higher temperature elevation may occur in other head tissues (e.g., muscle). 172, 173 A recent modeling study calculated tissue temperature rise with different human models for a variety of scan conditions and proposed tissue thermal dose which measures accumulative exposure to heat as a potential next generation safety control mechanism. 174 
EM MODELING FOR IMPLANT SAFETY IN MRI
While not directly associated with the design of MRI scanners, EM modeling supports investigations on how the MRI EM fields interact with implantable medical devices, particularly active devices with long leads or structures, and the consequences for the patient. Complex interactions between implants and MRI EM fields can result in not only image artifacts but also safety concerns. A recent technical specification (ISO/TS10974) 176 has identified seven general hazards for the patient (heat, vibration, force, torque, extrinsic electrical potential, rectification, and malfunction) and presents 10 test ensembles to investigate these hazards. A major application of EM modeling is investigating RF-induced device heating. Both modeling and measurements have shown that metallic implants can cause elevated and concentrated RF power deposition in tissue, which can vary significantly depending on dimensions, orientation, shape, and location of the implant. [177] [178] [179] [180] [181] In conjunction with the numerous whole body digital models and variants, "brute force" modeling and statistical reduction of the results produce insight on potential worst case situations. 181 However, there may be situations where such complex modeling analysis may not be necessary, or practical, and TS10974 has configured various tiers of modeling where computational complexity is traded for more conservative requirements. Additionally, EM modeling provides useful risk/benefit analysis for off-label scanning (i.e., the scanning of active implants for which there is no MR conditional labeling with regulatory approval) of devices with focus on the lead heating question. Furthermore, some investigators have used EM modeling to propose novel concepts to mitigate MRI/active implant interactions. For example, a birdcage coil can be modified to substantially reduce the electric field in the proximity of implants while preserving desired signal excitation. 182, 183 Recently using parallel transmit to mitigate implant heating has gained increasing interest due to its strong capability of controlling transmitted B 1 and electric fields. [184] [185] [186] Modeling has also been applied to investigate the interactions between implants and switching gradient fields, mainly addressing two aspects: the impact of a gradient coil on an implanted device/patient system and the general implications associated with the diversity of possible gradient coils. Modeling showed that significantly higher electric fields can be induced near metallic implant by fast-switching gradient fields, 187 which may increase the risk of PNS. 188 Further theoretical work has been presented to calculate electric field induced by switching gradient field on implant. [189] [190] [191] One study specifically modeled the electric field induced near pacemaker leads, suggesting potential hazardous situation of unintended stimulation. 192 Heating of metallic implants caused by gradient switching induced eddy currents 193 has also been investigated with modeling. Heating of a metallic rod was calculated and validated with measurements. 194 More advanced numerical modeling studied temperature elevation around metallic hip prostheses carried by a human subject exposed to gradient fields produced by different kinds of gradient coils. 195 Furthermore, the range of MRI gradient coil design parameters 196 has been investigated. Such "brute force" gradient modeling provides insight to the implant vendors on the possible exposure situations. Similar to the RF heating modeling, tiered testing methods have been established.
DIGITAL HUMAN MODELS USED IN EM MODELING
Digital human models with exquisite anatomic detail, in conjunction with dedicated EM modeling software and rapidly growing computational power, have significantly benefited MRI investigations, as many in vivo measurements are not possible for ethical reasons. These voxel or Computer Aided Design (CAD) format human models are typically derived from CT, MR image data, or microtome cadaver photos. The voxel models are data files where tissue is assigned at each spatial point, and CAD models provide high levels of anatomical details and superb visual rendering. Since the interactions between electromagnetic field and human body strongly depend on the body habitus and tissue properties and hence lead to subject-specific B 1 field and SAR distributions (which then significantly impact the image quality and patient safety), there has been strong demand on investigating a large variety of human models with EM modeling. In addition to the models that were developed for nonionizing EMF dosimetry analysis, [197] [198] [199] [200] some models that were originally developed for radiation dosimetry analysis 201, 202 have been utilized as subjects of EM modeling for MRI. A range of male and female models with different ages, heights, and weights representing the majority of the human population are available (Table I) . Recent development is aimed at developing more pediatric and pregnant women models, 200 as the nonionizing MRI is often the primary choice for these patients but in vivo volunteer experiments are less feasible. In addition to population variety, "posable" models with rotating joints, 160, 200 digital model "morphing" tools 200 (adjustments to fat or muscle content to change the body-mass index (BMI) while preserving realistic internal organ placement and tissue distribution) enables the creation of many more diverse models. Furthermore, subject-specific SAR and tissue temperature distributions for MR safety considerations and an increasing demand for experimental modeling validations have driven the development of rapid individual human subject model creation tools. 203 
CONCLUSIONS
EM modeling is being extensively utilized to address design and safety challenges in MRI as powerful computers, sophisticated software packages, and high-fidelity digital human models become available. Experimental validation has been performed and continues to further improve the accuracy of modeling and to establish sufficient confidence in modeling to address various challenges. 204, 205 The role of EM modeling in the design and development of MRI will continue to grow as more complex technological challenges and their associated safety concerns are addressed.
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